A Re:Redwall Zine

TAPESTRY

Book One

A n I n t ro d u c t i o n
Though many titles in the Redwall series are named after a singular character, no adventure or tale covered
by the series devotes its entire focus to just one or even a few characters. In the world of Redwall, it takes an
abbey.
This communal focus is likely why the Redwall fandom is full of active artists making visual art, fanfiction,
games, stuffed animals, and more based on their love of the book series. The world of Redwall is large
enough to contain many different creatures, characters, locations, heroes, villains—and even creators.
It is in this spirit that the Re:Redwall podcast has organized this zine, which is called Tapestry. Everything
in the pages that follow is in some way, shape or form inspired by the world of Redwall created by Brian
Jacques and continually expanded upon by fans and artists like the ones featured here.
We often talk on our podcast that amidst all the adventure, peril, and big ideas contained in the Redwall
universe, it’s the sense of togetherness between creatures young and old; big and small; boisterous and meek
that holds it all together. We think a bit of that spirit is captured here.
As you navigate the journey that lies ahead, please remember to have fun and stay Redwall.
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Cocktail

Non-alcoholic Mocktail

2 oz barrel finished gin

4oz elderflower soda

1 oz elderflower liqueur

1oz lemon juice

1 oz lemon juice

.5 oz strawberry syrup

.5 oz strawberry syrup

Add elderflower soda, lemon juice, and
strawberry syrup to cocktail shaker with
ice. Carefully shake until cold, then
strain into glass with fresh ice.

Add gin, elderflower liqueur, lemon juice, and
strawberry syrup to cocktail shaker with ice.
Shake until cold, then strain into glass with
fresh ice. Top with club soda.

Sara Hartline @lostmousemaid
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Recipes and photo by Kendra Petersen Kamp @photo.kendra
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B e n e a t h O u r Pa w s
@subtle_shenanigans

Aside from his duties as Gatekeeper, Brother
Pervenche tended to help out around the Abbey;
rarely did he indulge in free time.
But when he did, he loved to simply walk around
the Abbey and think. Gaze from the battlements
out into the flatlands, mama’s birth home, or across
the green expanse of Mossflower woods. Sometimes
he’d gaze north, to the mountains, cool distant.
Other times he’d visit the apiary or the pond. Both
had good sunny spots to nap in.
But his favourite thing to do was to wander down
hallways and stairwells, while the other abbey beasts
went about their business.
Some areas had carvings in them—forgotten words
and songs; names of past loved ones long gone; a
rose down one hallway, the stone carved around it
so it popped out; vines of ivy or grape; sometimes
bees or little folk down near the floor. They were
protected from the seasons and were anywhere one
cared to look.
Not that he could see every single one, he’s sure—
there must be tons hidden in nooks and crannies.
Some markings with words were even in older hand
or tongue, indecipherable. They were wonderful all
the same.
A patch of stone up the dormitory stairs had a
large splash of hard, cool quartz stained red with
the surrounding sandstone. Further on was a trail
of quartz, similar, but. . .smaller, in a sense. When
Pervenche ran his paw along the wall it followed
that trail perfectly, as countless other loving paws
had surely done before.
Sometimes he got lost up in the attics, letting his
fingers trail over old etches in beams, dim and dusty
as they were. Ringul was often the one to fetch
him when he lost time, chiding him as he set up a
sneezing storm on their way out. He promised that
one day he would dust up there, but always forgot.
After a time, he noticed that even things like
trays and bowls and utensils had etchings in the
woodwork. A poem on herbs was carved into the
back of the infirmary door; earthenware plates hung
in the back room with notes on various herbs and
what they helped with.
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Pervenche was sure he noticed more than other
Abbeydwellers—he tried asking Birch about it once.
She ruffled his ears and said she thought the quartz
was pretty and that the halls with remembrances
were touching, but didn’t grasp the other things he
had pointed out.
“I probably just haven’t noticed,” she’d shrug and say.
Ringul and the Abbot as well.
“Well dear,” said Missus Dormus, dusting some
tables, “some of us’n see things different than others.
I knew a beast who had a hard time seeing the
difference between green and red. I heard a different
one say they could see that certain things had a
glow to them at night. Mayhaps you’re just more
perceptive to this?”
“Maybe,” was all he replied.
He was glad he could feel how beautiful the Abbey
was, see the love left behind throughout it.

Martin’s tapestry was stirred by a breeze, every once
in a while, Pervenche noticed. Not that he felt such
a draft, but what else could it be? After all, the torch
light flickered as well.
Standing before it he wrung his tail in his paws.
He wondered if the tapestry hid other carvings—
he knew of Matthias’ poem, as did anyone who
attended Abbey school. But the tapestry wasn’t
made until many seasons after he passed.
It felt wrong to go rooting, though. So Pervenche
merely muttered an apology to the long-dead
warrior, and left it be. The eyes, stitched as they
were, felt warm like a real gaze. Pervenche figured all
was forgiven.
And if he dreamed the next night that he ran his
paws over carvings and words from long ago that
he couldn’t fully grasp, the weight of the tapestry at
his back?
And if he woke up, curled on the floor of Great
Hall?

G e n t l e G i n g i v e re

Izze Sykes @theshawndeer

Well, who would know?
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What If ?

A Trilogy of Alternative Outcomes
Winston Dukes, Age 10

1. What if Cluny the Scourge Killed Mathhias of Redwall?
Cluny the Scourge. Mass conqueror and one-eyed villain. During the Summer of the
Late Rose he attacked Redwall Abbey in order for it to become the great Cluny Castle.
He failed most attempts and was finally put to sleep when Matthias of Redwall dropped
the Joseph Bell on his head. But have you ever thought about other endings? Have you
ever thought of what would happen if Cluny killed Matthias?
“Look mouse! I’ve got your little fat friend! Ha I won’t have to climb those stairs
after all! Throw down your sword or I’ll slice him like a lollipop.”
“All right, rat, you win! I’ll come down, just let the friar go!”
“Okay you little mouse. Come down slowly. No sudden movements.”
Matthias slowly walked down the stairs. Cluny grinned then, putting his dagger a
little bit closer to the friar’s neck, he slashed at the plump cook. Friar Hugo toppled
over, dead.
“WHAT!” Matthias shrieked, seeing the dead mouse. “How dare you, you rat!”
Rage circled Matthias. Worse than any bloodwrath had circled any badger. He
dropped his blade and charged at Cluny head first. Cluny dodged the charging
mouse and darted up the stairs to the Joseph Bell. Matthias had not yet started to
ascend the stairs so Cluny quickly slashed down at the unknotted rope holding the
bell up. Matthias was not quick enough. He was killed by the evil he was supposed
to defeat. Cluny won the war. Matthias died so Martin’s spirit died with him.
The consequences were huge: no Mattimeo; Chikenhound went on to become
Slagar The Cruel and stole Cluny’s son, who was never supposed to exist; the blade
of Martin went to Cluny and other villains were never killed.
A huge consequence for something so small.
A mouse died.

Th e B l o o d W ra t h
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Jonathan Dukes @bestbittercomics
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2. What if Salamandastron Was Home of the Wildcats?
Lord Brocktree of Brockhall was a great Badger Lord who fought many enemies., but
his first and greatest rival was Ungatt Trunn the wildcat. Brocktree defeated Trunn in
a duel, but the wildcat was sneaky. He got Doomeye the rat and his brother Ripfang
to shoot the badger with arrows while fighting. Ruff the otter killed Doomeye before an
arrow killed Brocktree. But what if he was too late?

“What?” said Bella.
“Well,” said Martin, “Lord Brocktree— you may know the name—has failed to win
a duel with his great rival, Ungatt Trunn.”
Boar shook his head “My father lost a fight to that...that cat!”

Doomeye swiftly brought out another shaft; he aimed it at the badger’s head.
Ripfang rubbed his paws together happily, “Oh yes Doomeye, this arrow‘ll find the
badger’s skull for sure.”

Martin nodded sadly. Boar sighed, Sunflash patted the back of his grandfather. Boar
then stood up, his eyes were slowly turning red. He picked up the long table and
hurled it across the room.

It did.

“UNGATT TRUNN! UNGATT TRUNN! I WILL SEEK VENGEANCE
AGAINST YOU, I WILL FIND YOU AND KILL YOU!”

Brocktree died and Trunn took over Salamandastron. He invited his brother
Verdauga Green Eyes to live there. Salamandastron, home of the badgers, became
Mount Kotir of the Wildcats.
Boar the Fighter stayed at Brockhall, until one Martin the Warrior came to
Mossflower.
It was a great feast. King Boar sat at the edge of the long table where all the
woodlanders ate and dined. Outside, the Squirrel Queen Lady Amber and the
Skipper of Otters stood on watch. Amber flinched in the dark.

With that, Boar stormed upstairs to his room in Upper Brockhall. Skipper and
Amber stood outside Brockhall, all of their otters and squirrels armed to the teeth.
Boar, Martin, Bella, Barkstripe and Sunflash stood outside as well. It was night.
Boar had ordered all fighting beasts to prepare a march to Salamandastron. They
would take back their home.
After two dozen days of trekking to the great mount, they met three weasels.
“State your name badger! We are the long patrol!”

“Skip, I think I can see somethin’ - a mouse, maybe?”

“Eulaliiiaaaa!”

“Could be, but the snow makes you see thi-OH! It is a mouse! You’re right. Ahem,
State yee name mouse, are thou friend or foe?”

The third weasel turned holding up his spear, one of the weasels shrieking out a
violent war cry.

“I am just a humble traveller, wishing for a night and a bite to eat.”

“Ungatt Trunn! Ungatt Trunn!”

Skipper immediately liked the mouse. “Come on in then. What’s your name, may I
ask?”

Suddenly, endless hoard beasts came out charging with utter force and might. The
bloodbath that followed next was something to remember.Screaming, war cries,
and endless killing went on for fourteen days. In the end, no one from Mossflower
survived.

“I am Martin the Warrior of Luke’s tribe,” he said
Skipper and Amber let the mouse named Martin into the tree of Brockhall.
Martin sat next to a mole named Dinny and a mouse called Gonff. He got to know
them, chatting away, until he heard the four badgers sitting up at the front of the
table talk about a mountain called Salamandastron. He stood up.

Yes, all right. Of all stories, that is one of the saddest possibilities. But it’s still a
possibility! But it means evil reigns forever. No Redwall or Salamandastron to stop
it. Sad, but all things have some sad sides.

“Your majesty, I hear you talking about Salamandastron. I assume you have not
heard the news.”
Boar and the other badgers: Bella, Sunflash, and Barkstripe, all turned and faced
him.
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3. What if Martin never left Noonvale?
Martin the Warrior was a fierce beast who had gained his skills from his father, Luke
the Warrior. But Luke never came back from a quest to avenge his lost wife Sayna.
Martin, only a babe at the time, went off walking down the beach one day and found
himself captured by Badrang the Tyrant. He was freed by Rose of Noonvale who later
died in the final battle of Marshank. That meant Martin could never stay in the north
country, so he went wandering to Mossflower, and met Gonff the mouse thief and Bella
of Brockhall. But what if Rose didn’t die? What if Martin never left Noonvale?

W r i t i n g R e c o rd s

Willie O’Brien @birone321

Rose threw herself on Badrang, battering him with a loaded sling. Badrang hurled
her against the wall, well at least he TRIED to throw her. She grabbed him and
tackled him down on the floor. Martin jumped on him bringing his sword high
above his head and killed Badrang with a single swipe. He took back his father’s
sword the tyrant had stolen from him, and spoke to Rose.
“Let’s go,” he said. “Let’s go home.”
And they did. Martin stayed in Noonvale. He still founded an abbey though. Yes,
Noonvale Abbey. The destiny of Martin is to build an abbey, whatever the cost.
How do I know this? I am the spirit of someone who has been in many of these stories. I
am the spirit of Martin.
And I watch these stories.
Endlessly.

Rose @eurosaamie (IG & Tik Tok), rose-of-redwall (Tumbler)
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B ro t h e r M e t h u s e l a h
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Jononathan Dukes @bestbittercomics

Emma Carpenter
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Return to St. Ninian’s
Sara Hartline @lostmousemaid

The multitude of freed slaves and rescuers had spent
the day traveling north toward Redwall Abbey, but
Matthias knew they would still be unable to make
it to his home by nightfall. He discussed briefly
with Orlando whether to travel until they reached
the Abbey later in the night, but Matthias decided
against it.
“We should rest and return home first thing in the
morning. There will be a great deal of excitement
once we return, so we should at least have enough
sleep.” Matthias smiled at Mattimeo and placed a
paw on his shoulder. He found himself doing this
often since they were reunited in Malkariss.
Orlando glanced over his shoulder at the creatures
following in their wake. The woodlanders appeared
much healthier since their rescue, but still they were
thin and weary. Every meal he had shared with his
daughter he had scooped an extra portion to her
while she was glancing away. Still, she was much
thinner than when they had shared their home in
the mountains. “You make a fine point, warrior. I’m
sure we will all enjoy the food from your legendary
tables when we arrive in the morning.”
Matthias called to the woodlanders behind them,
“My friends! We will travel north a while longer.
When we reach the old church of St. Ninian’s we
will settle there for the night. The building is run
down, but it may be nice to have a roof over our
heads tonight. We will return to my home Redwall
in the morning, and you are all welcome to call
Redwall home too.”
A cheer rose from the creatures at the knowledge
that their journey would soon end. Elmtail and Sam
spun in circles with excitement. Sam called to his
new friend to climb a nearby tree with him to see
if they could spot the Abbey from a distance. Jess
smiled fondly at the pair as they scurried off the path
and rushed up a nearby oak tree, their chattering
fading into the foliage above them.
Matthias had seen Mattimeo’s carefree expression
change upon mention of St. Ninian’s, but he did
not press him at that moment. He motioned to
Orlando to give him some space, and the warrior
mouse pulled ahead of the group, knowing his son
would follow.
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Once they were out of range and could not be heard
by those behind them, Matthias asked, “What’s the
matter, Matti?”
Mattimeo opened his mouth as if to speak, then
closed it firmly. He looked back over his shoulder at
Cynthia, who was walking beside Cheek. The vole
and otter had become fast friends. Cynthia enjoyed
his lighthearted mischief and found comfort in his
company.
Not so long ago, not so far from that place, Tess
had chided Mattimeo for his ill treatment of the
young vole. Although he was not much older, he had
been careful with the way he spoke to others and
expressed his emotions and intended to stay on his
best behavior, just as he had promised. He looked
up at his father with a weak smile. “I’m fine. I’m just
concerned for my friends. That morning after the
feast, that is where they kept us. St. Ninian’s. I don’t
know if they would want to go back.”
Matthias felt a lump form in his throat. St. Ninian’s
had been crumbling into decay even when he was
young, but once it had been the comfortable home
to his friends the churchmice before it was overrun
by Cluny and his rats. It had not occurred to him
that Slagar would have held the young ones in the
church before continuing south. He wondered at the
strength of the Churchmouse twins who had been
born there and once called the church home. Even
now they were laughing between themselves as they
listened to Basil exaggerate the story of adopting
the name Stag Hare. Matthias might have enjoyed
a laugh too, as the story was much more elaborate
than when he had met the retired foot fighter many
seasons before, but he was not in the mood for
laughter.
The warrior mouse was surprised that his grief
for Slagar’s scheme had not waned, even though
Mattimeo was back safely in his company. He was
aware that his son was trying his best to follow
his example, but Matthias knew his young one:
Mattimeo did not want to go back to the church.
“Where would you think your friends would like to
sleep tonight?” the warrior asked quietly.
All around them was the peace of Mossflower
woods. Moths had begun their lazy flight in

the warm autumn air and crickets chirped their
afternoon song in the distance. Mattimeo’s eyes
wandered over the scenery before him.

“You, of course,” the hare chuckled. “I bet you’re as
anxious as a beetle in a bottle to get young Matti
back to his mother.”

“Why don’t we camp in the grass beside the road
again? It hasn’t rained and the ground is dry. It’s
warm too, after today.”

Matthias nodded sagely. “I’m just as anxious to get
back to her, myself.”

“That sounds like a splendid idea to me. You should
ask our friends what they think.”
Mattimeo turned on one paw and made his way
back to where Auma and Orlando were strolling
quietly with one another. “Orlando, Auma, what do
you think about—”
Walking quickly up behind him, Matthias cut him
short. “No, Matti—ask everyone.”
Confusion crossed the young mouse’s face for a
moment. “But dad, you’re in charge.”
Matthias placed his paws firmly on Mattimeo’s
shoulders and slowly turned him toward the crowd.
“Not tonight, Mattimeo.”

The freed slaves relished at the idea of resting under
the bright stars instead of the confines of a ruin.
They fell into their nightly routine. Jess led a group
of the squirrels and otters in search of ingredients
for their evening meal while others prepared the
clearing for their night’s rest.
Tess ran up to Mattimeo and grabbed his paw.
“Come on, Matti, let’s find some firewood. Orlando
says he’s making a wild vegetable soup tonight!”
Basil watched the two mice run off together and
nudged Matthias gently. “Did you notice, old chap?
He hasn’t let go of her paw yet.”
Matthias could not help but laugh at his old friend.
“Don’t get started, Basil. Don’t do to him what you
did to me and Cornflower.”
Basil’s ears stood straight up in indignation. “What!
Me? I say, sah, I never once made a comment
regarding you and your goodwife.”
“As I recall,” Matthias taunted as he began
assembling a fire pit, “You said something to
Cornflower about being a ‘pretty little filly’ who
anyone would be lucky to settle down with. You said
it pointedly to someone. I wonder who that was,
again?”

Orlando’s cooking was as good as Auma had said it
was earlier that summer. The young badger wrapped
her paws around her father’s forearm. “I told them
that it’s our secret that you can cook, dad, but I guess
everyone knows now.”
“As long as everyone is fed and no longer hungry,
they can say whatever they’d like about my cooking
to anybeast.” Orlando wrapped his cloak around his
daughter’s shoulders. “But now, it’s time for rest.”
Slowly the weary travelers settled down for the
night. Moment by moment, the increasing sounds of
soft, deep breathing and loud, raucous snores filled
the air. Mattimeo had laid down near his father
but sleep evaded him and he rolled about restlessly.
When he opened his eyes, he saw his father lying
on his back, wide awake and staring at the quarter
moon.
Mattimeo sat up and looked skyward with him.
The moon hung luxuriously in the velvety darkness
surrounded by wisps of clouds.
Careful not to wake any nearby creature, Matthias
whispered, “Are you having trouble sleeping,
Matti?”
Not taking his eyes from the sky above him,
Mattimeo nodded.
The warrior stood and held a paw out to his son.
“Me too. Let’s go for a walk.”
…
The warriors walked silently side by side further
north along the road. When St. Ninian’s came into
view, Mattimeo stopped suddenly and made to turn
around until his father’s voice stopped him.
“Do you remember when you were young? When
you couldn’t sleep, I couldn’t either. We would
stay awake all night in the gatehouse. We would
play games, and I would tell you stories, and
most importantly—we would talk to each other,
Mattimeo.”
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“When did we stop talking to each other? I’ve
always loved you. I want to know—I need to
know—why? I don’t want to go home without
knowing that I’m the best father I can be to you,
Matti.”
Mattimeo looked at his father’s expression. For the
first time in many seasons, he felt he could speak
sincerely. The words burned his throat, but he began
to speak. “I don’t know what happened, dad, I don’t.
One day I just—” He pinched the bridge of his nose,
desperate to stop the tears from welling in his eyes.
“One day I didn’t feel like I could tell you the truth
anymore. I felt like everything I said was wrong, like
I couldn’t do anything right and I would never be
a warrior because I couldn’t be like you.” Mattimeo
turned toward the darkness of the woodlands while
fidgeting nervously with his paws. “I started talking
to Martin instead.”
The words broke Matthias’s heart. He saw so much
of himself in his son. He remembered how he felt
sitting dejected under Martin’s tapestry while Abbot
Mortimer lectured him on his deepest emotions,
telling him that the days of warriors had long
passed. He wanted to encourage his son to speak
further, instead of silencing his passions. “You talk
to Martin?”
Mattimeo began casually walking forward again.
“Yeah, I mean—not always. But for a long time
I have. Whenever I was alone in the Great Hall I
would feel his presence there and I would talk to
him. Now I talk to him no matter where I am.” He
paused. “You must think that’s strange.”
“No, Mattimeo. I talk to Martin, too. I have since I
was young.”
Mattimeo turned back toward his father, a look of
awe on his face. “You did?”
Matthias smiled as he saw the spark of admiration in
his son’s eyes.
“I still do.”
Mattimeo suddenly increased his pace toward St.
Ninian’s. Matthias followed behind, careful not to
interrupt his son’s lead.
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Upon reaching the church, Mattimeo pushed the
doors ajar to allow the moonlight to flow into the
lobby. He stood silently inside the entrance until
his father stopped beside him. The inside of the
building was dark, with crumbling architecture
illuminated by the light streaming from the door.
Even with the fresh air from the woodlands blowing
in, the two mice could smell the molding books and
rotting wooden furniture from where they stood,
along with other smells more abhorrent to imagine.
The glum reverie was only broken by the hushed
breathing of the two mice until Matthias spoke
solemnly.
“Mattimeo—I will not ask you to tell me anything
you want to keep to yourself, but if you want to tell
me something, I am here to listen to you.”
His son pointed to the far wall that was completely
shrouded in darkness. “There. The fox chained us
there.” His paw dropped back and his side. Matthias
heard his son’s voice break.
It made Matthias sick to his stomach to see the
place where his son had woken in a stupor after
the midsummer feast only to find that his life was
forever changed. Although the fox was defeated, the
seasoned warrior felt rage building in him anew.
“I didn’t want to come back here because I didn’t
want to see it again,” Mattimeo whispered.
Fighting the image of the harlequin mask from his
mind, Matthias brought his thoughts back to his
son, who was standing beside him, free and safe.
“Why did you?”
“Because, dad, I want to be as strong as you are and
not be scared of anything.”
Matthias stepped in front of his son and looked
earnestly into the young mouse’s eyes. “Can I tell
you a secret, Mattimeo?”
He waited for his young son to nod in approval
before continuing. “I am scared of many things,
Matti. I was scared of Asmodeus. I was scared of
Cluny. I was scared of losing friends that I have lost.
And mostly, I was scared of ever losing you.”

those close around you who can help you. And even
if you defeat your enemy, sometimes that still isn’t
enough to take that fear away.”
Mattimeo had never seen his father so vulnerable.
He swallowed, struggling to bring forth words.
“What do you mean, dad?”
“I barely had the courage to walk into the bell tower
again after the battle with Cluny. Just the memory
made my heart race, but they named a bell after
me so I felt a responsibility to be there when they
hung it. It was difficult for me, and as far as I know
no one knew how hard it was for me to be there,
except your mother. Sometimes even the memory of
fear is enough to open deep wounds. If you fear the
memory of Slagar, or of this place, there is no shame
in that. You are a stronger mouse than I am to walk
here on your own.”
Mattimeo stared into the darkness, his eyes unable
to focus as they watered. Matthias continued. “There
is a very heavy burden with being a warrior, and I’m
sorry you have to bear it. Many of our closest friends
do not have the fortune to return home with us or
celebrate our victories. Many creatures around you
expect you to put on a brave face even when you
are falling apart in your heart. I truly believe that is
a quality in a good leader, to hide how you feel to
encourage others—but Matti—you do not have to
fall apart alone. Please remember that. If you felt
you couldn’t speak to me before, I want you to know
that you can. I never wanted you to feel as alone as I
did when I was becoming a warrior.”
Mattimeo’s jaw began to tremble, and Matthias
wrapped his arms around him, pulling him close.
“There is more than one way to be a warrior, son. I
need you to see that because you are one, too.”

Jonathan Dukes @bestbittercomics

The young mouse turned slowly back toward his
father and kicked languidly at the dirt of the path.
Matthias did not know why he was struggling to
begin this conversation, but he knew he could not
postpone speaking honestly to his son any longer.

He took a deep breath, ignoring the images swirling
in the darkness around him. He knew they were
figments in his mind. “The moment John told us
you were gone was the most scared I have ever been
in my life, and the most disappointed and angry I
have ever been in myself. Matti, it is not wrong to
feel these things, and it’s alright to be honest with
19

Rats of NIMH Visit Redwall
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Joshua Nederhood @nederjosh
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Th e H o rd e
Jagannath @velticj

Mouse Warlord
Everybeast before us fell short
Every brainy, brawny, burly warlord
Every stinky, slinky, slimy horde,

All FAILED

Horde Chorus

Mouse Warlord
We will do it differently,
Not too harsh, far from gently,
Please listen intently,
We’ve been beaten, stomped and thrashed,
Now they think of us as trash,
They’ve burnt down all our soap,
Tried to give themselves some hope,
But that won’t change a thing
Horde Chorus
Coz we’re vermin!
Vermin, vermin, vermin!
Soon as they sees us they’ll go a’runnin’!
We’ll throw stones, sticks and boulders,
Till we’re aching from the shoulders,
An’ their wall’s nothin’ but smoulders
Mouse Warlord
To conquer, the unconquerable,
To surpass, the insurmountable,
To bring Redwall to the ground,
And avenge our comrades drowned,
We must think outside the box
Not just pelter it with rocks
Horde Chorus
Coz we’re vermin!
Vermin, vermin, vermin,
We’ll build big ladders,
That’ll get us in!
We’ll empty their bladders,
Not to mention their larders!
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Mouse Walord (increasingly frustrated)
Tried, tested, FAILED!
Harlapple (exhaled)
I’ll only say this once,
Do not play the dunce,
Redwall won’t go down
When faced with a clown,
Unless we play this smart,
We’ll be broken, ruined, vanquished,
Ripped limb from limb and torn apart,
Hordebeast Singular (out of tune)
Coz we’re vermin!
Vermin, vermin… er sorry boss…
Mouse Warlord
Our foe is mighty,
They scare even me!
Hordebeast Singular (nervous)
Slightly?
Mouse Warlord
Not at all!
I was born to be a warlord,
Wasn’t my first choice,
Wasn’t my last,
But times are changing,
That was all long past,
Now there’s nothing left but forwards,
We will crush Redwall!
Horde Chorus
Coz we’re vermin!
Vermin, vermin, vermin,
Mouse Warlord
All I ask, beloved horde,
Do not waver,
Do not turn traitor,
Do not hesitate,
Soon we’ll have those abbeybeasts in checkmate!
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Willie O’Brien @birone321

M a r t i n Pe n d a n t

Rose @eurosaamie (IG & Tik Tok), rose-of-redwall (Tumbler)
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O n S a l a m a n d e r s , F i re a n d Fo l k o re
Matthew Schepers @nintendonnui

Imagine a great fortress set inside a dormant volcano. With the proper skill, a blacksmith could create a
sword of metal taken from a fallen star at the stronghold’s forge. We’ve been to this legendary place beforeSalamandastron.
Salamandastron? Named for a salamander, a cryptic, lizard-like amphibian primarily inhabiting wet
temperate forests north of the Equator? This name was always curious to me. It was strange to me that a
place as igneous as Salamandastron was named after a diminutive, cold-blooded animal. However, examples
of salamanders being associated with volcanism and fire exist in contemporary works, such as Charmander
in the Japanese media franchise Pokémon and the Divine Beast Vah Rudania in the 2017 Nintendo video
game The Legend of Zelda: Breath of the Wild. The origin of the great forge’s name draws upon ancient
European folklore tradition.
Archeological excavations from the ruins of the ancient city of Pompeii have found signs picturing a
salamander, anvil, and forge, perhaps denoting a blacksmith1. French rabbi and mystic Rashi wrote that
salamanders could be produced by keeping a fire lit in the same place for seven days2.
Strangely, the reputation of salamanders as pyrophilic creatures continued into the European Renaissance.
Italian polymath Leonardo Da Vinci believed salamanders derived sustenance from fire3. 16th century artist
and poet Benvenuto Cellini describes a scene from his childhood where he saw a salamander for the first
time:
“When I was about five years of age, my father, happening to be in a little room in which they had been
washing, and where there was a good fire of oak burning, looked into the flames and saw a little animal
resembling a lizard, which could live in the hottest part of that element4.”
It is unknown exactly when people stopped associating salamanders with heat, though the explosion of
post-renaissance rational inquiry and development of zoology as a professional discipline probably helped
dispel the myth. In his 1758 zoological taxonomy foundational work System Naturae, Linneaus categorizes
salamanders thusly:
“A lizard with a short rounded tail, unarmed feet, four-toed hands, five-toed feet, a bare body without scales,
and a small body. In ancient times it was said that he was alive in fire5.” Salamandastron- a fitting name for a
fantastic location.

1

Bodson, L. (2002). The Natural History of Pompeii. pp. 329-330.

2

Klein, R.C. Salamandra and the flames of Hell. https://www.academia.edu/1160220/Salamandra_and_the_Flames_of_Hell

The Notebooks of Leonardo Da Vinci. Translated and edited by Richter, J.P. 1880. https:// www.fromoldbooks.org/RichterNotebooksOfLeonardo/section-20/item-1236.html
3

4

Bulfinch, T. (1913). Age of Fable: Vols I & II: Stories of Gods and Heroes: The Salamander. https://www.bartleby.com/181/365.html

Linneaus, C. (1758). Systema Naturae. https://www.biodiversitylibrary.org/item/10277#page/ 226/mode/1up. Translation provided by
Google and the author.
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Th e Tra v e l l e r
Jordan Petersen Kamp @jptrsnkmp

Darkness shrouded the Great Hall, but from the few candles adorning the end of the table Arlo could see
Abbess Raldine and Friar Bunberry leaving a steaming bowl of soup with a weathered and tough-looking
mouse he had never seen before. So it was true—a visitor had come to Redwall!
Arlo quickly took a seat next to the Traveler, catching a questioning glance from Abbess Raldine. She
began going off about Redwall’s purpose as a place of peace and how that included protecting guests from
annoyingly curious young mice, but the Traveler assured her it was ok—he didn’t mind the company and
admired a curious mind.

they ‘old dear over in Caraskin. And the Squirrel Orders o’er near Geatsbourgh got a similar story in Freya—
they got a nice statue o her looking real tough-like. Same with Tzinu the Hedgehog way south o ‘ere. Made,
fixed or found— there’s always a weapon and a warrior and a villain. And well, I’ll let you guess how the
story ends.”
Arlo was panicked by this point and the Traveler could see it.

After assuring her again that it was quite alright that Arlo stayed, the Abbess said her goodnight and left the
room.

“Pay no mind to there being other stories like Martin’s out there— what’s yer name agin? Arlo? Just ‘cause
there’s more like ‘em don’t make ‘em any less special. That’s not what I’m on ‘bout,” the Traveler said
reassuringly, ignoring his soup for a moment. “Fact, I think it’s quite a comfort knowing there are more o’
the likes of em out there. Maybe heroes like that aren’t so far away and long ago, ya know? Maybe you or I
have met one of him. Makes me feel better, anyway.”

Arlo began rapidly asking the Traveler any question he could think of—how far had he travelled? What does
the sea smell like? Do others outside of Redwall talk of Martin the Warrior?

The Traveler looked towards Arlo as his words began sinking in. Seeing that the young mouse’s worry was
relenting some and his curiosity was returning, the Traveler turned back towards his soup.

“Woah, ‘ey slow down now!” The Traveler said, “I ain’t goin’ no place tonight, no need to rush. Uhh lemme
think, the sea smells like salt, I s’pose, only better? But not that ya want to eat it though—it’s ‘ard to describe.
Ehh, wha’s next? This Martin you ask about—’oose he?”

“So what did this Martin do after he did whatever heroic thing it was that earned him his legend? How
many more enemies did he have to fight off with that sword o’ his?” The Traveler asked.

Arlo pointed to the Tapestry that hung along the wall of the Great Hall, proud to show the Traveler a
part of the world he hadn’t seen yet. Arlo always thought the portrait looked most impressive in this type
of lighting—when shadows moved up and down the Tapestry’s surface as they dueled with the flickering
candlelight. Throughout the battle of light and dark, the richly colored threads and Martin’s steadfast
features remained visible.
“Oh, well, eh look at that. Looks like a brave mouse. So this Martin, he’s yer Abbey’s version of the hero’s
legend then,” The Traveler said, before downing a large spoonful of soup.

“He didn’t fight anyone else off with that sword. He hung it up when the Abbey was built and didn’t need it
anymore,” Arlo answered, staring at the Tapestry.
“He hung it up, you say? Hmm now that’s something you don’t ‘ear everyplace,” the Traveler said before
taking one final and massive drag from his soup bowl and retiring to his quarters for a good night’s rest.
Arlo sat a while longer watching the shadows and candlelight continuing their endless fight across the
Warrior’s portrait.
He closed his eyes and began to imagine what the sea might smell like.

“What do you mean our version?” Arlo shot back indignantly, his voice raising a bit more than he intended.
“Well, there are others—other legends I mean. I been places that tell a similar story is all,” the Traveler
offered.
“But you don’t know Martin’s story—no one here has told you, so how would you know?” Arlo retorted
smartly, his voice and volume coming back under more of his control.
The Traveler took a noisy slurp of his soup before setting his spoon down. “Oh I’m sure he did something
heroic, like, ehhh, say maybe this ‘ere woods were once ruled by a real villain that didn’t take too kindly to
woodlanders like yerself— maybe even enslaved ‘em real terrible-like. And this Martin fella’, I’d wager he
didn’t like that. And I wager he did summin’ ‘bout it. And that sword o ‘is—I bet he had to go far away to
find it or uhh maybe he had to have it made for ‘em. Some type o journey to get it, ya know? And when he
come back, that villain didn’t stand a chance ‘gainst a mouse like Martin.”
“He—you—his sword was broken by Tsarmina and had to be fixed, not made or found!” Arlo spat out. His
demeanor had now slipped fully out of his control. He knew the specifics of Martin’s journey for his sword
were besides the point. “You’ve been here before, haven’t you! Someone already told you Martin’s story!” he
accused.
“I assure you I ain’t been ‘ere afore kid. Just heard lots o’ things in lots o’ places and you start to get pretty
good at knowin how beasts behave when you seen enough of em,” the Traveler said between slurps of soup.
“Grinbar the Brave—he had a rough go with a rat named Boight if I’m rememberin’ right—he’s the otter
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